
Item no.: 376672

MC-849 - Maclean desk table Laptop stand with footrest Notebook table Tabl

from 95,06 EUR
Item no.: 376672

shipping weight: 4.00 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
Universal desk with height adjustment. The desk is not only practical, but also takes up little space - a good solution for more freedom at the workplace.The stable and solid
construction ensures safe and long-term use. The table can be used both at home and in the office. It is not only suitable as a table for a laptop or tablet, but also for reading,
drawing, writing, crafting and other activities.The desk has been designed to maximise user comfort. Large height adjustment options and a footrest ensure a pleasant working
environment. The height can be adjusted from 77 to 120 cm.A practical power socket ensures the stability of your tablet or smartphone. The ergonomic, height-adjustable footrest
increases user comfort and helps prevent back pain and muscle tension. For added comfort, you can adjust the height to suit your needs.Specification- Height adjustment of the
surface: from 77 to 120 cm- Height adjustment of the footrest: from 10 to 53 cm- Width of the footrest: 366 mm- Table top dimensions: 708 x 464 mm- Adjustable/non-slip feet-
Maximum tabletop load: 8 kg- Tablet/smartphone slot- Sturdy construction- Allows you to work sitting or standing- Basic dimensions: 596 x 516 mmSet includes- Laptop stand with
adjustable footrest, height 120 cm, Maclean MC-849- Manufacturer's packagingFeatures- Large surface (70.8 x 46,4 cm) is perfect for a laptop or workstation- Thanks to the height
adjustment (from 77 to 120 cm), the table is suitable for both standing and sitting work- Gas spring ensures flexible and quick adjustment- Perfect choice for office and home- Solid
and stable construction ensures long-term use- Thanks to its universal design, the table fits perfectly into any interior- Adjustable footrest provides extra comfort- The additional slot
is perfect for a tablet and mobile phone
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